Anabolic steroid use and body image psychopathology in men: Delineating between appearance- versus performance-driven motivations
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1. Introduction

Anabolic-androgenic steroids (AAS) are a group of drugs, including testosterone and synthetic derivatives, that increases the synthesis of protein and promote the development of secondary male sex characteristics. Chronic use of AAS is associated with cardiovascular, endocrine, metabolic, neurologic, psychiatric, infectious, hepatic, renal, and musculoskeletal disorders, as well as early mortality (Kanayama et al., 2009; Pope et al., 2014). There is now well-recognized evidence linking AAS use to long-term risk of dyslipidemia, cardiomyopathy, major mood disorders, aggression, violence, and AAS dependence (e.g., Pope et al., 2014; Kanayama et al., 2008; Thiblin et al., 2015). Estimates indicate that between 2.9% and 4% of Americans have used AAS at some point in their lives, nearly double the rate of heroin use, and boys and men are much more likely to use AAS compared to girls and women (e.g., Pope et al., 2014). Dependence is also common, with 23% to 57% of individuals who used subsequently developing AAS dependence (Kanayama et al., 2008).

Motivations to use AAS, however, differ from motivations for use of other substances, as appearance and performance motivations, versus desires for intoxication, are the most common reasons for use (Cohen et al., 2007; Parkinson and Evans, 2006). For example, in a sample of 500 men who use AAS, increasing muscle mass, improving physical appearance, and increasing strength were rated as the top three motivations for AAS use (Ip et al., 2011). These results largely mirror those found in a sample of nearly 2000 men who...
use AAS, who also identified increasing muscle mass, increasing strength, and looking good, as the top three motivations for use (Cohen et al., 2007). These findings suggest that most men who use AAS are likely doing so to enhance appearance (e.g., masculinity), performance (e.g., strength), or both.

Negative body image is a primary risk factor for AAS use (Field et al., 2014; Van den Berg et al., 2007; Cafri et al., 2006; Kanayama et al., 2006; Ricardelli and McCabe, 2004). For example, Cafri et al. (2006) found that a desire for increased masculinity was significantly associated with AAS use among young adult men. Recently, Jampel et al. (2016) found that perceiving oneself as either very underweight or very overweight was associated with AAS use, suggesting that males who use AAS may do so to gain masculinity and/or reduce body fat. Relatedly, among men who use AAS, many report decreasing fat to be an important motivation (Ip et al., 2011; Cohen et al., 2007). These findings are consistent with sociocultural theories, suggesting that internalization of largely unattainable body image ideals may drive AAS use among men (McCreary et al., 2007; Parent and Moradi, 2011). The internalization of this masculine, muscular ideal may lead to shame in one’s own appearance, which may be manifested in pathological eating and exercise behaviors, including symptoms of eating disorders (EDs; such as anorexia and bulimia nervosa) and muscle dysmorphia (MD). Indeed, in a recent cross-sectional cohort study of male weightlifters, ED pathology (e.g., drive for thinness, symptoms of bulimia, body dissatisfaction), and elevated symptoms of MD were strongly predictive of AAS use (Pope et al., 2012).

To our knowledge, no study has examined ED pathology and symptoms of MD among men who use AAS as a function of AAS motivations. Given that changing appearance and improving performance appear to be the primary motivations for AAS use, it would be of interest to consider whether and to what extent associations with EDs and related psychopathology might differ as a function of which of these different motivations is predominant. The goal of the current study was to address this issue by examining associations between motivations for AAS use and the occurrence of EDs and related pathology in a sample of males reporting current or recent AAS use. We hypothesized that men who state their motivation for AAS use relates primarily to concerns about appearance would report greater ED and MD symptoms compared to men who primarily use AAS for performance reasons.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Participants were 122 males who self-reported current or recent AAS use. Recruitment occurred through specialist needle exchange centers in which clean needles were obtained for self-administered AAS injections (n = 46), and in bodybuilding gymnasiums (n = 76), in the north of England. Sensitivity analyses revealed no significant differences in MD or ED psychopathology (including all subscale and total/global scores), or in age or lifetime duration of anabolic steroid use, between participants recruited from specialist needle exchanges and participants recruited from bodybuilding gymnasiums (all p’s > 0.05), allowing the conflation of recruitment sites. All participants responded to study advertisements, which were placed in gymnasiums or needle exchange centers and referred to an anonymous study of body image and steroid use. Once informed consent was obtained, a series of self-report questionnaires were completed. Ethical approval for this study was granted by the University of California, San Francisco.

Participants’ ages ranged from 17 to 48 years with a mean of 29.38 years (SD = 7.11). Most participants (83.6%) identified as being heterosexual, 3.3% identified as being gay/bisexual, while 13.1% did not indicate their sexual orientation. Participants’ total duration of AAS use ranged from less than 1 year to 36 years with a mean of 4.64 years (SD = 6.19) and a median of 2 years. Participants were also asked how long it had been since they had last used AAS, with recent AAS use operationalized as having used steroids within the past 365 days (1 year). This broad catchment area for defining recent use was intended to accommodate the discontinuous nature of ongoing AAS use, which is characterized by intermittent ‘cycling on’ and ‘cycling off’ in attempting to mitigate the medical risks of continuous AAS use (Casavant et al., 2007; Cohen et al., 2007). Two participants who reported that they had last used steroids more than 365 days ago were excluded on the basis that they were not recently using AAS. Subsequently, participants’ responses ranged from less than 1 day ago (implying that had used AAS earlier that day) to 365 days ago with a mean of 30.55 days (SD = 71.67) and a median of 4 days.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Androgenic anabolic steroid use. Participants’ motivation for AAS use was assessed via three forced-choice items in which participants were asked to indicate whether their current and initial AAS use was undertaken primarily for: (i) appearance purposes; (ii) athletic performance purposes; or (iii) both appearance and athletic performance purposes. Participants were also asked to indicate the duration of their AAS use, and their most recent dose.

2.2.2. Muscle Dysmorphia Disorder Inventory (MDDI). The MDDI (Hildebrandt et al., 2004) is a 13-item measure that indexes the core aspects of MD symptomatology, including the drive for size, appearance intolerance, and functional impairment. All items are designed to correspond to the proposed diagnostic criteria for MD, and the MDDI yields strong psychometric properties (Hildebrandt et al., 2004). In the present study, the MDDI demonstrated adequate internal consistency (Cronbach’s α range across subscales = 0.84 to 0.90).

2.2.3. Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire (EDE-Q). The EDE-Q (Fairburn and Beglin, 1994) is a widely-used, 36-item, self-report measure designed to assess the occurrence and frequency of key attitudinal and behavioral components of ED psychopathology over the previous 28 days; namely dietary restraint, eating concern, weight concern and shape concern. A global score indicating overall levels of ED pathology is derived from the 22 items assessing core attitudinal features and this score has been found to have strong psychometric properties in both community and clinical samples of adolescent and young adult women (Mond et al., 2004). However, the EDE-Q, which was designed and validated in samples of female ED patients, may lack sensitivity in indexing ED psychopathology in males, particularly as applied to masculinity- rather than thinness-oriented concerns and associated behaviors (Murray et al., 2010, 2016). In the current study, this limitation was addressed by reversing the polarity of certain gender specific items of the EDE-Q, as has been outlined in previous research addressing male ED psychopathology (Murray et al., 2012). For example, the item “Have you had a definite fear that you might gain weight or become fat” was amended to read “Have you had a definite fear that you might lose weight or become not muscular enough” (Murray et al., 2012). In the present study, the modified EDE-Q demonstrated adequate internal consistency (Cronbach’s α range across subscales = 0.74 to 0.88).

2.3. Statistical analyses

The normality of the data were established by calculating Z-scores for kurtosis and skewness statistics and checking them for
statistical significance, and by visual inspection of frequency histograms and Q–Q plots. Normal data were analysed using Pearson product-moment correlations and univariate ANOVAs with current motivation for AAS use as the independent variable, which contained three levels: (i) appearance motivation, (ii) performance and appearance motivations, and (iii) performance motivation. Non-normal data were analysed using Spearman rank-order correlations and Kruskall-Wallis H-tests. Dependent variables included in the analyses included the total and subscale scores of the MDDI and the global and subscale scores of the modified EDE-Q. Significant main effects were followed up with Tukey HSD pairwise comparisons. Effect sizes are given as partial eta-squared ($\eta_p^2$) (.01 = small, 0.09 = medium, 0.25 = large) (Cohen et al., 2003).

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive data

Participants reported that their initial motivation for AAS was to improve their appearance (50.4%), to improve their performance (30.6%), or to improve both performance and appearance (19.0%). A different pattern was observed regarding current motivation for AAS use; appearance (41.3%) was followed by performance and appearance (33.1%), which, in turn, was followed by performance (25.6%). The majority (76.9%) of participants reported the same motivation for their current use as for their initial use; 12.4% transitioned from an initial appearance motivation to a current performance and appearance motivation, 5.0% transitioned from performance motivation to appearance motivation, 2.5% transitioned from appearance motivation to performance motivation, 2.5% transitioned from performance motivation to performance and appearance motivation, and 0.8% transitioned from performance and appearance motivation to appearance motivation.

3.2. Bivariate associations

Lifetime duration of AAS use was positively correlated with age (Table 1). Neither duration of AAS use or age was associated with MD or ED symptoms, with the exception of appearance intolerance, which was weakly positively correlated with lifetime duration of AAS use. The total and subscale scores of the MD measure were broadly and strongly positively correlated with the global and subscale scores of the ED measure.

3.3. Primary results

Results of the ANOVAs are shown in Table 2. As can be seen, participants in the appearance group reported significantly greater MD symptomatology, as measured by the MDDI total score, than users in the performance group. Significant between-groups differences were also observed for the Drive for Size and Functional Impairment subscales of the MDDI. Specifically, participants in the appearance motivation group had significantly greater Drive for Size than those in the appearance and performance motivations group, who in turn reported greater Drive for Size than participants in the performance motivation group. In addition, participants in the appearance group had significantly greater Functional Impairment, indicating greater appearance-related psychosocial burden than participants in the performance group. No significant between-groups differences were observed for the Appearance Intolerance subscale of the MDDI.

Significant between-group differences in overall levels of ED pathology, as measured by the EDE-Q Global score, were also observed. Participants in the appearance motivation group reported higher levels of ED pathology than participants in both the performance and appearance and performance groups. Significant between-groups differences were observed for the Dietary Restraint, Weight Concerns and Shape Concerns subscales. Users in the appearance group reported significantly more Dietary Restraint than users in the performance and appearance group. Users in the appearance group reported significantly more Weight Concerns and Shape Concerns than users in the performance and appearance group and users in the performance group. No significant between-groups differences were observed for the Eating Concerns subscale.

4. Discussion

AAS use is a burgeoning public health problem, and the current study is novel in investigating body image-related psychopathology amongst males reporting current AAS use, as a function of one’s motivation for use. Participants who reported using AAS purely for appearance-related reasons were found to report elevated levels of ED and MD symptomatology, relative to men who used AAS for both appearance and performance reasons. Further still, men who reported using AAS primarily for performance reasons alone had comparatively lower levels of body image psychopathology. These findings, and the large effect sizes, suggest that, motivation for AAS use may be important in accounting for adverse body image-related sequelae associated with AAS use.

With current evidence suggesting an increasing prevalence of AAS use amongst boys and young men (e.g., Partnership for a Drug-Free America, 2013), and similar evidence suggesting an increase in the prevalence of ED behaviors in males (Mitchison et al., 2013), and masculinity-oriented behaviors in particular (Murray et al., 2016), a thorough explication of the relationship between AAS use and body image psychopathology may assist in interventive efforts. The present results are consistent with findings noting the greater prevalence of non-athletic as opposed to athletic-driven motivations for AAS use (Kanayama et al., 2001), although extend our...
understanding of the relationship between body image and AAS use by illustrating a greater array of body image psychopathology amongst appearance-driven AAS users. This is important when considering that body image concerns serve as a significant risk factor for further AAS use (Pope et al., 2012). Further, the ED- and MD-related symptom severity of noted for performance-based AAS use was largely comparable to that demonstrated by non-pathological gym using control men in our previous studies (Murray et al., 2012), which suggests that not all AAS use may be associated with clinically relevant body image psychopathology, which yields important implications for prevention efforts. For instance, males who use AAS for performance-based motives may be less likely to respond to appearance-based prevention models (Stice et al., 2006), and may require a modified preventative approach.

Previous findings have suggested that body image psychopathology in AAS users may be more apparent in long-term users, with brief, experimental users typically demonstrating little body image psychopathology (Kanayama et al., 2006). Interestingly, we noted no differences in the duration of AAS use as a function of motivation for use, suggesting that, when use is primarily for appearance-related reasons, both shorter-term and longer-term AAS users may be vulnerable to greater body image-related psychopathology. However, we did note a gradual reduction in the prevalence of performance-based AAS use from first usage to current usage. This finding suggests that, over time, those using AAS may become increasingly aware of the appearance-related effects and that this may in turn be associated with greater body image psychopathology. More broadly, however, the findings suggest that whilst one’s motivation for AAS use may be important in accounting for the extent of comorbid body image psychopathology, differential pathways likely underpin the duration of one’s AAS use.

The results from the current study may impart salient clinical implications. Firstly, use of the term ‘appearance and performance enhancing drugs’ (APED’s) may be problematic, since it conflates largely distinct profiles of AAS use, with diverging risk profiles. Indeed, in screening for potential ED and body image psychopathology amongst AAS users, healthcare providers should first ascertain the motivation for AAS use. The current findings suggest that appearance-driven use may warrant greater attention, from an early intervention point of view, among mental health professionals and health professionals more generally. Further, different types of interventions, for example, specifically targeting or not targeting appearance-related concerns and ED psychopathology, may be needed when considering presentations involving different primary motivations for AAS use. The current findings may also have implications for community-based health promotion programs, the need to draw greater public attention to the particular dangers, in terms of both physical and mental health impairment, likely to be associated with steroid use driven primarily by appearance-related concerns.

Important limitations of the current research should, however, be noted when considering these implications. First, the cross-sectional design of this precludes firm causal inferences. Second, this study focussed on male AAS use and body image psychopathology. In light of recent evidence reporting AAS use in females (Ip et al., 2011; Pope et al., 2014), and given the different way in which body image concerns are likely to manifest in females (Murray et al., 2016), research among female AAS users would be of interest. Recruitment of adequate sample sizes for such research may be problematic, however, given the low prevalence of AAS use among this population. Third, while the current study found no association between motivation for use and duration of use, other potential covariates were not assessed. For example, higher doses of AAS use may be associated with both greater adverse physical health sequelae and greater body-image disturbance and/or associated behaviors. Similarly, while we assessed the overall duration of AAS use, this may not fully account for variability of AAS cycles within the cumulative number of years of AAS use, and further research may seek to index the length of each cycle of AAS use in more clearly specifying the actual number of lifetime days of AAS use. Further, a dimensional measure of the reason for AAS would give an indication of the degree to which appearance- versus performance-driven motivation drive AAS use. Finally, we must also acknowledge the risk of response bias, in that participants in the current study self-selected to participate after viewing the study advertisement, and it is unclear whether these participants differed from AAS users who declined to participate. Notable strengths of the current research include its novelty and the recruitment of a relatively large and unique community sample of AAS users. To our knowledge, this is the first study to delineate motivations for AAS use and to consider the potential importance of appearance- versus performance-related motivations in terms of their differential associations with ED- and MD-related psychopathology.

In sum, the current research suggests that men whose AAS use is driven primarily by appearance-related concerns may be a particularly dysfunctional subgroup in terms of ED and related psychopathology whereas performance-driven use may be less problematic in terms of associations with psychopathology. The
findings have implications for health promotion and early intervention programs designed to reduce the adverse health impact of AAS use. Further, the findings indicate the need to assess and distinguish between appearance- and performance-related motivations for AAS use in future research.
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